This paper describes an innovative approach to teaching about human-computer interaction to a large class of students in their third year of a Computer Science major. Because of the tight time constraints on the course and the student'sl earning preferences and orientation, we have created a course which interweavest he learning of several programming tools for interface construction with the development of knowledge and skills in the design of user interfaces.
Introduction
It is becoming increasingly important that students majoring in Computer Science should learn about creating good user interfaces. At the same time, typical Computer Science programmes are very full, with little time to add courses that teach students to build better interfaces.
Indeed, as observed elsewhere (Greenberg1 996), traditional Computer Science degrees have rarely included courses in human-computer interaction.
We hav e designed an innovative onesemester human-computer interaction course. We needed to win overt wo sets of critics. First we had to convince our colleagues that this course should earn a place in a very tightly constrained computer science curriculum. With that battle won, we kneww ew ould need to convince our students that theyshould takethe course over other hard-core computer science options. We also wanted the course to mesh well with the student expectations and interests since that ensures better learning outcomes. Moreover, ith ad to be manageable with an enrolment of 80-120 students.
Essentially,o ur approach was to focus on three main elements:
•i nterface design -the core of most courses and texts in human-computer interaction;
•interface programming -several tools in current use for interface prototyping and production;
•reflection -about the relationship between these and the students' evolving understanding of interface design.
We knewt hat the students would value the skills acquired in the second, programming tool, part of the course. This would attract them to the course and would motivate them. At the same time, it could serveasadriving force for learning the interface design aspects. It would provide a context for learning activities that would make the interface design issues meaningful. This is an unconventional approach. But it avoids several potential pitfalls of a course that deals exclusively with interface design. First, and most important, students may have elected to simply not do a typical course, staying with options closer to the usual technology-centred model of Computer Science. This would have meant large numbers of students continuing to graduate without learning anything about humancomputer interaction. Asecond risk is that many students would find a pure human-computer interaction course so different from their previous studies that theywould have difficulty seeing its relevance and importance for them. This paper describes the course from two points of view: that of the student and our own design rationale. Then we outline howo ur course relates to more typical courses. We conclude with a summary of the student response to the course and our experience of teaching it.
The student'spoint of view
This section presents three central elements of the student'sv iewo ft he course. First we describe the practical work since that is where the deep learning occurs. With this we describe the assessment since that is a major concern for students and we have been very careful to makei ts erveo ur goals. Finally,t he sequencing of lecture material and practical work constitutes the last highly visible aspect of the course.
Practical work and assessment
All practical work was based upon a single problem: creation of an interactive interface to enable computer science researchers to search and update a database of bibliographic references. The major task of the semester required students to work in groups, usually of about five. Assessment was based on a group report and demonstration.
Students built prototypes using each of the following tools: World Wide Web'shtml with cgi interface, tk/Python (Ousterhout 1993, Rossum 1991) an X-toolkit (Patrick 1996) and Visual Basic. In addition students implemented a small search language using yacc and lex (Kernighan 1984) .
Between each of these tools, students had lectures and practical work on various aspects of HCI and howitcan inform better design of interactive systems. The primary text was (Newman 1995) . Practical work was done in closed lab classes with approximately seveno ft hese devoted to learning newt echnical tools for constructing interfaces, four to interface design aspects and the remaining twot op ractice and final demonstrations, activities the last being activities that encourage reflection and selfassessment of the work done. The four prototype implementations were done individually but with collaboration encouraged. These were assessed on a binary scale: satisfactory or not.
The final aspect of the work required students to write examination questions about the human-computer interaction lectures of the course. Each student was randomly assigned one week of lectures and required to write open-book exam questions, model answers and assessment schemes for these. Students were told that this would help them reflect on the lectures, deciding what was important and howo ne would assess knowing it. The best of these were made available to the class at the end of the semester.T he students were told that the exam question also gave usag ood idea of major problems or misconceptions. These aspects were reviewed in the last lecture.
The marks were awarded as follows: The report required a detailed explanation of the design of one screen in the system, an assessment of tools considered with reasons for selecting or rejecting each, evaluation of the interface created, its strengths and weaknesses and use of literature.
Description

Marks
The demonstration had to demonstrate the interface and explain its design and development process.
Note that the twom ain parts of the group assessment had a draft or trial run before the final one was submitted. This was to help students improve their work and also provide a low-risk opportunity to experiment with unusual ideas or one theymay have been unsure about.
Course structure
The lecture and practical work schedule interwove the twoe lements of the course so that students could apply newi nterface design skills to the newp rototypes theyc onstructed. As one might expect, students were tempted to devote practical classes to developing their prototypes. This was avoided by making the interface design tasks servet he primary goal of the semester,t he interface for the bibliographic database (and the report and demonstration for it). These tasks served a dual role in consolidating lecture material and as well as aiding in team-building and group communication and management.
The actual lecture topics and practical sessions are summarised below:
LectureT opics Practical
1. Overviewofcourse, www/html 2. forms/cgi html, cgi 3. screen design html, cgi 4. Python/tk screen design 5. usability Python/tk 6. usability usability 7. X toolkit usability 8. user-centred design Xtoolkit 9. Visual Basic design 10. formal notations 11. yacc/lexV isual Basic 12. interface problems, Java draft reports 13. cognition, mental models theoretical foundations practice demos 14. conceptual design, reviewfi nal demos
Design rationale -the teacher'sview
There were manye lements to our design. Here, we focus on twoofthe most important. In terms of learning effectiveness, the major aspect is the students' practical experiences. So we explain their rationale first. The other quite unusual aspect is our ordering of the teaching and learning elements of the course. Both these are inspired by a problem-based approach to learning where the demands of a problem are used to motivate the learning.
The role and management of the practical work
The course is dominated by the single major practical problem. Since the students had to makei ndividual attempts at the prototypes theyb uilt with each of the tools, theyh ad the opportunity to rebuild the same system four times before creating their final work in the interface as part of the group effort. This had several advantages:
•w ith each newp rototype, theyh ad a growing knowledge of interface design to drawupon; •a nd theyh ad a growing body of experiences both of building the earlier interfaces and seeing the efforts of their peers;
•there was no additional start up cost for getting into each newp rogramming task as theyw ere rebuilding interfaces for the same tasks and, at the same time, working towards the semester's main problem; •t he comparison between the tools were meaningful in twos enses: theyw ere doing the same tasks; and theyw ere part of working towards a goal, the group'sfinal project;
•reflection about what had been learnt was a natural part of the process. Overall, we believe that the whole practical and learning sequence constitute an 'authentic' problem for real world interface design, involving just the stages practiced in the course: prototyping to explore interface tools and designs, learning about HCI that can improve the design and selfassessment at each stage to inform future work.
The role of groups in the major submissions is important. Since the students had built prototypes individually,t heyh ad to come to terms with the differences in their individual approaches when theycame to create the group's interface design. Each group had to reach agreement on the tool theyw ould use. The decision balanced ease of programming againats power for interface construction. We encouraged each practical class to try diverse tools and to look at each other'swork. In the end, the bulk of implementations were split between use of www-html with various languages in the cgi-scripts and the X-toolkit.
The group was critical to effective learning about the range of usability and design approaches. Group work helped students reflect about their work and reasoning since theyneeded to discuss it with group members and justify it.
It also allowed work to be planned by the group, with a sharing of the effort required to do the actual construction, evaluative and research tasks and the whole group would assess and reviewoutcomes.
Another critical aspect of our course management is that we took great care to ensure that students should not be overloaded. The course load was spread right through the semester and students were encouraged to collaborate at all stages of the programming work. Wew anted students to have the time to stand back from their work and reflect on the learning experiences. To permit that, we had to makes ure there was enough time for students to reflect as well as do the required tasks in the curriculum.
The overall effect of the practical work design was that the final products were extremely impressive.T he demonstrations were very good, enhanced considerably by the practice sessions and the reports also demonstrated that students learnt from feedback on their draft submission. The class atmosphere was positive and cheerful as students worked co-operatively and purposefully towards the semester'sgoals.
The learning sequence
Tw o principles underly our ordering of the course elements:
•t he programming and design elements were to be tightly linked and interwovens op resentation alternated between them; •a spects that students were likely to relate to were presented early in the course and these formed a basis for the others that were treated later. Givent hese principles, it is easy to see that we would start with a programming tool. It represents the sort of learning our students are familiar with and value. Moreover, the choice of www/html/cgi programming enabled students to devote time learning about an area that is currently of great interest to them, employers and the public.
At the same time, it makes a very natural route for exploration of some truly ghastly screen designs, the first part of the human-computer interaction side of the course. But this is not the primary reason for teaching that very early. Screen design has several aspects that makei t perfect for introducing a user interface design course. Firstly,t here are many, well-defined facts one can learn. Applying these will reduce some of the most terrible screen design errors. This aspect can be taught in terms of very concrete guidelines with solid theoretical, empirical or physiological bases. Forexample, use of saturated blue text is demonstrably unreadable and we can explain why. Essentially,s creen design makes a concrete element which has high payoff for a little learning. It makes for a rewarding start to the course.
While the practical classes consolidated the lectures on screen design, lectures introduced Python/tk. This wasp rimarily to introduce an example of a scripting language and the language, Python, which was also useful for cgiscripts.
The choice of usability as the second main interface design topic was drivenb yi ts immediate relevance and applicability.W elinked this to the familiar software engineering concern with testing and made it clear that this was a newcollection of strategies to build testing into the design process as well as the final evaluation. Students responded well. Their application of these aspects was visible in the final products (especially when compared with the prototypes). The reports of usability and the excellent exam questions submitted indicated a good levelo f understanding.
The next programming tool was GraphApp, an example of an X-toolkit designed to be easy to learn. Forp rogrammers familiar with C, it is a painless introduction to central concepts of this style of event driveni nterface programming.
At this point, we gav e ab rief overviewo f user-centred design and drewh eavily on the student'sb ackground in software engineering as a basis both a foundation and as a basis for comparison. With the time available, our primary concern in this topic was that students have some experience and awareness of approaches they should drawu pon in later work. Wec onsider this satisfactory since we feel that the next significant levelo fl earning in this area would require farm ore time than we had. Our introduction gave a useful foundation.
The next tool, Visual Basic, was chosen because it is so widespread that we felt our students would value meeting it. It was very easy to makes imple prototypes and represents a style of interface that has an important place.
From this point we begant he aspects of HCI that were less immediately useful for the project but which were useful for the report and demonstrations. Wei ntroduced various formal notations, as communication tools during the design process and on completion. Students seemed to likeo bject-state transition diagrams and the User-Action Notation and other formal approaches: most of the exam questions written for these lectures focused on the most formal aspects. Wel inked this to our very brief survey of interaction styles. The lecture material simply summarised the interface styles that were familiar from the practical work and then introduced those interaction styles not available in the practical work.
The final tool may seem unusual in any interface course. It introduced students to yacc and lex, tools for building parsers for small languages. By careful construction of a practical task closely linked to the main project and by providing scaffolding, students could see the potential of these tools. There are manys ituations where the user may benefit from the power of a small command or programming language. This part of the course aimed to ensure that when our students met these cases, theyw ould look to such tools to facilitate building that part of the interface well.
The last three weeks of lectures were mainly devoted to theoretical and psychological aspects that are foundations for all the pragmatics of the earlier HCI material. So, for example, it was at this stage that we introduced the human information processing model: students were readily able to see howthis related to the GOMS analyses theymet earlier.( We knowthis because our lecture style involves stopping at suitable points in the lectures and posing questions for small group discussion then sharing with the class. This case is typical of howw eu sed this lecture style, asking students to stop and think about hown ew material related to what they already knew.)T his section included some of the classical and entertaining examples of interface failures. These introduced mental models, various cognitively based theories, models of task performance, theories of exploration and conceptual design methods.
Rather than detail all topics discussed, we note that the lectures took a similar perspective to the textbook (Newman 1995) and covered all of its content except the chapter on statistical bases for design and analysis of experiments. We also supplemented lectures with some material from books (Baecker 1987 , Borenstein 1991 , Mayhew1 992, Galitz 1993 , Preece 1994 ) and these also served as class references. As a brief interlude of change in this period, there was one lecture on Java.
Related courses
The most unusual aspect of our course is the integration of programming and design aspects of interface creation.
Another innovative aspect of the course is the ordering of the HCI material which differs from most texts, (Baecker 1987 , Preece 1994 , Thimbleby 1990 , Lewis 1996 including our prescribed text (Newman 1995) as well as the excellent ACM SIGCHI curriculum materials that include example curricula (SIGCHI ).
It is interesting that a study of practicing user interface designers (Howard 1993) identified three central knowledge bases that practitioners should have:t he technology of the user interface, facility with interface design and, particularly for the software engineer,s kill in programming the user interface. The underpinning and history as well as theoretical aspects were judged as being of less importance. Our approach should enable students to build strongest foundations in areas that Howard's study suggest are critical.
Evaluation
There have been several indications that students have responded well to this course. Firstly,i ta ttracted and held the bulk of the eligible candidates. Students responded energetically to all elements of the course: lecture and practical class attendance were good.
In terms of learning outcomes, the standard of the final systems was incomparably better than those as prototypes. Theyr eflected the usability assessments students had done and the formal material from lectures. Some showed the effects of considerable research, exploring similar classes of systems and insightful analysis of user trials. The reports indicated that students were often aware of shortcomings of their designs as well as the trade-offs theyhad to make against conflicting goals. The demonstrations were also a good indication of student awareness of interface design issues. We receivedu nsolicited positive comments from stafftaking major software projects where theyw ere struck by the dramatic rise in quality of interface design by students doing our course.
The student'se xamination questions, answers and grading schemes indicated a good understanding of major issues. As mall number of students sat take-home final examinations and these indicate a good understanding of the main HCI aspects of the course. The final examination performance was consistent with our other source of evaluative information.
There are, as one would expect, several small areas where we would liket os ee improvements. For example, students should be encouraged to read more. Another serious concern to address in future is that students need more consolidation of the fact that their intuition is not enough. Some did appreciate that this was one of the central messages of the course. Howev er, some casual student' comments indicated theyonly knewthis at a superficial levelbecause theym ade slips in conversation, belying the lack of deeper understanding.
Finally,s tudent response to the course has been very positive.O nt he final course evaluation questionnaire, only twor esponses of the 71 receivedw ere clearly negative:t hese twos tudents seemed to disliket he HCI part and did not see its relevance. Overall the responses were resoundingly positive,with manystudents taking the time to write quite detailed comments on what theyappreciated about the course. We hav e also had several inquiries from students who would liket oc ontinue this work into Honours year projects.
Conclusions
Foreach of the elements of the HCI part of the course, one could easily justify far deeper study than our course permitted. Indeed, each aspect is the subject of whole texts that are designed for use in full semester courses. We cannot claim to have giv enour students the depth of understand that a half dozen HCI courses could give!H owev er, wed id aim for a useful foundation. For each area, we aimed to achieve the following:
•s tudents met central ideas, terms, concerns and practical value of that area. This gav e more than am ere literacyl ev elo fl earning: it provided a foundation for further learning when problems demand it; •s tudents should be aware of the limits of their knowledge so that theyw ill know that theyn eed to go to the literature and learn more as problems demand serious application of elements of the course;
•students apply something of what theyheard in each set of lecture topics to the main task of the semester and so built a deeper understanding strongly linked to their other knowledge; •c oncrete and high leverage learning areas were treated early and more theoretical foundations were treated later when students could see them as the underpinnings of the concrete detailed knowledge theyh ad by then applied to building better interfaces.
The common thread of the practical work served as an important way to unify and link the series of learning experiences. Weare convinced that the time taken by the interface programming parts of the course provided advantages for learning the HCI aspects: the newH CI knowledge could immediately be linked to an authentic problem and the motivational and learning benefits help to offset the fact that the HCI aspects had to share time with the programming. Moreover, web elieve there should not be a line between design and programming since a useless or difficult-to-use program may as well not be written at all. The pure technology has meaning and utility only when it can be combined with design knowledge. Our innovations in this course for teaching interface design and programming makei ta ne xcellent HCI basis for students who can only fit one HCI course into their computer science major.
